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0 of 0 review helpful The elusive brilliance of Donald Richie By Davalon As I have complained to and will continue 
to until they change their policy three stars does not equal okay Neither does it mean average or any other words 
associated with it It means it is not great and it is not bad It means it has flashes of brilliance and other times doesn t 
quite get there So I start my review off with this caveat I The private collections of longtime Japan resident and expert 
on modern Japanese culture Donald Richie capture the personalities of certain Japanese people some famous some 
unknown with insight and humor This extraordinary collection of individual portraits is perhaps the first book about 
the Japanese to view them entirely unhindered by the various theories about them mdash people as complicated as 
simple as inscrutable and as understandable as Richie s Japan lies far beneath the surface of the headlines His portraits 
are unforgettable mdash Tom Wolfe More revealing than many a thick sociological study mdash Paul McCarthy 
Nobody has thought as widely and as 
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